
Identification of the parts

Eve Plus 

A Eve Plus sleeve 

 Eve Plus Mini - 0124-xx

 Eve Plus Air - 0123-xx

 Eve Plus - 0125-xx

B iPad (not included) 

C Cover

D Softy grip

E Plus connector

F Screws

G USB-C connector

Mounting the iPad

1. Unmount the screws on the back of the sleeve and slide 

off the cover.  

2. Place the Eve Plus sleeve on a flat surface with the soft 

grip facing downwards. 

Gently slide in the iPad. Never apply too much force and 

keep the iPad aligned with the sleeve.  

Make sure the iPad stays flush with the frame.

3. Gently slide de USB-C connector in de iPad.

4. Gently reattach the cover by sliding it into position

5. Lock using the screws. 

Make sure to follow the steps above in the right order as a 

wrong installation can damage the frame.
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Removing the iPad

1. Remove the screws holding the cover and slide off the 

cover from the frame.

2. Place the Eve Plus sleeve on a flat surface, with the soft 

grips facing downwards.

3. Gently slide out the iPad keeping it aligned with the 

sleeve. Never apply too much force or pull the iPad up 

or down while sliding. Make sure the iPad stays flush with 

the sleeve until removed.

Docking the Eve Plus

Eve Plus lets you dock your iPad on a wall or table, while 

keeping it charged. Thanks to the Plus connector the iPad 

can be docked horizontally (landscape) and vertically 

(portrait). 

Eve Plus is compatible with the Eve Plus wall base (0130-xx) 

and table base (0150-xx).

Important remark

Eve Plus sleeves with USB-C connectors are not compatible 

with Eve Plus wall base USB (0130-02) and Gigabit POE 

adapter (0610-20).

Dimensions

Eve Plus Mini (0124-xx): 213,80 mm/8,79” x 138,80 mm/5,47”

Eve Plus Mini is compatible with:

iPad Mini (6th generation)

Eve Plus Air (0123-xx): 266 mm/10,47” x 182.5 mm/7,19”

Eve Plus Air 11” is compatible with: 

iPad Pro 11” (1st, 2nd, 3rd generation)

iPad Air 10.9” (4th, 5th generation)

Eve Plus (0125-xx): 267 mm/10.51” x 183,5 mm/7.27” 

Eve Plus is compatible with: iPad 10.9” (10th generation)

Made in Belgium

Basalte is a registered trademark of Basalte bv.
EVE Plus is a registered trademark of Basalte bv.
EVE Plus is a registered design of Basalte bv.
iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

basalte bv
fraterstraat 37b  I  9820 merelbeke  I  belgium
tel +32 9 385 78 38  I  info@basalte.be  I  www.basalte.be
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Eve Plus does not support always-on display 
configuration.
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